
Portuguese For Children: My First Words In
Portuguese
Learning Portuguese for children can be a fun and rewarding experience.
This comprehensive guide will provide you with all the resources you need
to get started, including a list of first words in Portuguese, pronunciation
tips, and fun activities.
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Why Learn Portuguese?

There are many benefits to learning Portuguese for children. Portuguese is
the official language of Portugal, Brazil, and several other countries in
Africa and Asia. It is also spoken by a large number of people in the United
States and Canada. Learning Portuguese can help children:

Connect with their heritage

Expand their career opportunities
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Travel more easily

Develop their cognitive skills

Have fun and learn about a new culture

Getting Started

If you're interested in teaching your child Portuguese, there are a few things
you can do to get started:

Start with the basics. Teach your child the alphabet, numbers, and
common words and phrases.

Make it fun. Use games, songs, and other activities to make learning
Portuguese enjoyable.

Be patient. Learning a new language takes time and effort. Don't get
discouraged if your child doesn't pick it up right away.

First Words In Portuguese

Here is a list of first words in Portuguese that you can teach your child:

Portuguese Word English Translation Pronunciation

olá hello oh-lah

tchau goodbye chow

sim yes seem

não no now



por favor please poor fah-vohr

obrigado(a) thank you oh-bree-gah-doo(ah)

desculpa excuse me deh-skoo-pah

meu nome é my name is may-oo noh-may eh

como você está? how are you? koh-moh voo-say eh-stah?

tudo bem I'm fine too-doo behm

Pronunciation Tips

Portuguese pronunciation can be a bit tricky for English speakers. Here are
a few tips to help you get started:

The letter "a" is pronounced like the "a" in "father".

The letter "e" is pronounced like the "e" in "bed".

The letter "i" is pronounced like the "i" in "machine".

The letter "o" is pronounced like the "o" in "cone".

The letter "u" is pronounced like the "oo" in "boot".

The letter "ç" is pronounced like the "s" in "sin".

The letter "nh" is pronounced like the "ny" in "canyon".

The letter "lh" is pronounced like the "ly" in "canyon".

The letter "rr" is pronounced like the "r" in "rolled".



Fun Activities

There are many fun activities you can do to help your child learn
Portuguese. Here are a few ideas:

Sing Portuguese songs.

Read Portuguese books.

Watch Portuguese movies and TV shows.

Play Portuguese games.

Talk to your child in Portuguese as much as possible.

Learning Portuguese for children can be a fun and rewarding experience.
This comprehensive guide has provided you with all the resources you
need to get started. So what are you waiting for? Start teaching your child
Portuguese today!
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Confronting Empire: Eqbal Ahmad's Vision for
Liberation, Decolonization, and Global Justice
Eqbal Ahmad (1933-1999) was a renowned Pakistani intellectual, activist,
and scholar whose writings and activism continue to...

How Do Cities Work? Let's Read and Find Out!
Cities are complex and fascinating places. They're home to millions of
people and are constantly changing and evolving. But how do cities
actually...
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